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The Business Standard 

10 January 2022 

Stocks plunge amid Omicron fears 

Officials at some top brokerage firms said investors 
were discussing possible lockdowns in the days to 
come following rapid surges in Covid-19 infections in 
the country 

 
Photo: Courtesy 

Indices of both the country's stock exchanges plunged on Sunday owing 
to a cautious selling approach by investors amid a rapid surge in 
coronavirus cases, triggered by the new variant of Omicron. 

Following the selling pressure, the benchmark index DSEX of the Dhaka Stock 
Exchange (DSE) lost 54 points or 0.78% to close at 6,932, while the blue-chip 
index declined 0.92% to settle at 2,579 points. 

Meanwhile, the port city bourse Chittagong Stock Exchange's All Share Price 
Index (CASPI) dropped 183 points to close at 20,311. 
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Officials at some top brokerage firms said investors were discussing possible 
lockdowns in the days to come following rapid surges in Covid-19 infections 
in the country. 

Moreover, in this situation, many are selling shares on the assumption that the 
country's business sector may suffer again, they added. 

Officials at other brokerage houses see the fall as a profit-taking attitude by 
investors. According to them, the stock market index has risen significantly in 
the last few days and many are now making a profit out of this. 

EBL Securities said in its daily market review, the risk-averse investors went 
on a selling spree taking the equity indices in negative territory because share 
prices were at a lucrative level owing to the soaring market in recent sessions. 

Meanwhile, investors' participation in the bourse decreased while the total 
turnover declined 13% and stood at Tk1,461 crore against Tk1,683 crore in 
the previous session. 

Following the downtrend, 248 companies' share prices declined, while only 
98 advanced and 32 remained unchanged at the DSE. 

Heavyweight stocks, such as Beximco, Robi and British American Tobacco 
dragged down the index on Sunday. Besides, Fortune Shoe, Fareast Islami Life 
Insurance and Grameen Phone were trying to pull the index but it was not 
enough. 

On the sectoral front, miscellaneous stocks were the most traded and they 
contributed 14% to the day's total turnover, followed by life insurance (12%) 
and pharmaceuticals (8%). 

Except for the four sectors, all the sectors observed declining performance, 
out of which paper (3.2%), tannery (2.4%), ceramic (1.3%) and jute (0.8%) 
have exerted the most positive returns. 

While services (-3.1%), travel (-2.4%), and textile (-1.7%) observed the most 
corrections on Sunday. 

Khulna Printing topped the gainer list with a 10% increase, which was 
followed by Bashundhara Paper and Fareast Islami Life Insurance. 

On the other hand, Shyampur Sugar Mills performed the worst, which lost 7%, 
followed by RSRM Steel (5.88%) and S Alam Cold Rolled (5.59%). 
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The Business Standard 

10 January 2022 

Emerald Oil, a comeback story 

The company returned to operation on 9 January 

 

After a hiatus of four years, Emerald Oil has successfully returned to full-
fledged production thanks to fresh investment, nearly a year of hard 
work by the reconstructed board and the help of the stock market 
regulator. 

The investment, which came from Minori Bangladesh, a subsidiary of Japanese 
farming company Minori Co Limited, has brought hope among the 
shareholders, who are now hoping to get good returns from their investments. 

Upon resuming commercial production, the company published a disclosure 
on the stock exchanges on Sunday. 

With its signature product – the rice bran edible oil, branded as Spondon, 
Emerald Oil has been a profitable firm until 2016. The following year, when a 
loan scam of its founder came to light, the company started losing business 
and operation was halted due to a shortage of working capital. 
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Facing corruption charges, the founder fled the country and it was the 
shareholders who suffered the effects of a share price drop. 

However, after the reconstruction of its board at the beginning of last year, the 
share price of the company soared by 281% in six months from Tk11 to Tk42 
in September. 

The Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission (BSEC), as a part of its 
drive to resurrect the listed sick companies, in January last year, dissolved the 
board and reconstructed it by appointing five independent directors with 
sound professional backgrounds. 

"It was a big challenge to resurrect the dead horse," said a director of the newly 
constructed board requesting to go unnamed. 

"The BSEC gave enormous support regarding settlement of the classified bank 
loans and other issues," he added. 

Earlier, the director told the TBS, "There is a good demand for rice bran oil 
both in local and international markets. We already received queries from 
several foreign companies, including two Japanese companies, and signed a 
trade deal worth Tk10 crore with an Indian company." 

To help Emerald Oil turn around, Minori Bangladesh Limited is investing 
around Tk45 crore as working capital, other than taking care of the company's 
finances and liabilities with Basic Bank, and Bank Asia amounting to Tk70 
crore in loans that crossed the Tk100 crore mark with interest. 

The Japanese subsidiary will also help Emerald Oil's potential exports to Japan 
alongside serving the local market. 

As per the agreement, Minori Bangladesh will own 30% shares from the 
company's directors and sponsors. Besides, Minori has already purchased 8% 
shares of Emerald Oil from the capital market. 

Earlier, in August, Emerald Oil announced it will go into full-fledged 
commercial production from 1st September, which was later postponed as 
they could not obtain most of the required licences due to the lockdown. 

Emerald Oil, incorporated in 2008, began production of its Spondon-branded 
rice bran oil in 2011 and entered the bourses in 2014. 

The company raised Tk20 crore issuing two crore general shares at a face 
value of Tk10. 
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But, in a few years, it melted down both in its business and in the stock market 
as soon as the founder's loan scams unfolded. 

Emerald Oil in the fiscal year 2015-16, generated a profit of Tk 18.07 crore 
and paid a 10% stock dividend to its shareholders. 

According to the Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE) data, the share price of the 
company was Tk40.90 each on Monday. 

As of December 2021, out of the total shares, sponsors and directors hold 
38.26%, institutional investors 6.54%, and general shareholders hold 55.20%. 
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The Business Standard 
10 January 2022 

Foreign investors’ selloff reaches record 
high in 2021 

Foreign investors capitalized the market inflation in 2010 through 
selling off overpriced stocks 

 
Infograph: TBS 

Like the previous three years, foreign portfolio investors continued their 
selloff in the Dhaka Stock Exchange in 2021 too. 

Net selling by foreign investors increased to a historic high of Tk2,648 crore in 
2021, following the same of Tk2,606 crore in 2020, according to the DSE data. 

The foreigners' continuing selloff in the bull market and despite the securities 
regulator's all-out efforts to attract foreign and non-resident Bangladeshi 
investors' funds into the bourses of Dhaka and Chattogram frustrates market 
observers. 

They said, some fundamental frustration discouraged the foreign investors 
who seriously look for their freedom to enter into and exit from any position 
in listed company stocks. 
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Stock market's shutdown for more than two months during the first wave of 
the Covid-19 in 2020 and the then-imposed floor prices to arrest the market 
fall, both criticized as to have been against the free market spirit, discouraged 
them in the Bangladesh market. 

Foreign investors, especially the institutional ones, need their timely exit from 
any securities or market regardless of the price, they said.   

Also, the interest rates capping by the central bank was not a move the free-
market fans appreciate. 

On top of that, motivated disclosures and improper accounting by some listed 
firms had long been a discouraging factor to the foreign investors and the 
recent developments including push for more transparency in disclosures, 
accounts, corporate governance are yet to bear any fruit for the market in 
terms of attracting foreign investors. 

It is mainly the local investors whose buying spree helped the DSE indices 
roughly double since the mid-2020. 

Foreign investors capitalised the market inflation in 2010 by selling off 
overpriced stocks and came back in the following years to pick undervalued 
stocks after the market crash. 

In 2018, following a decent market recovery and the then-emerging 
macroeconomic headwinds and political uncertainty, foreigners again became 
net sellers in the DSE. 

Since then, the trend still persists. 

In 2021, foreign investors sold listed securities worth Tk 5,206 crore against 
their purchase of securities worth Tk2,558, which were Tk6,997 crore and 
Tk3,890 respectively in 2020. 

However, some institutional foreign investors like Asia Frontier Capital keep 
holding DSE stocks, mainly the blue-chip ones.  
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